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“Internet of Things” (IoT) is one of the fastest growing areas of technology today. IoT is the interconnection of 
computing devices embedded in everyday objects via the Internet, enabling them to send and receive data.  Smart 
systems and IoT are driven by combination of sensors, connectivity, people & processes, security and more. In the 
world of IoT, there are three ways to connect: Human-to-Human, Human-to-Device and Device-to-Device via 
wireless technologies.

In case of Smart Homes, one could get the heating system of their house started even before entering the house, or 
could monitor and control what their kids are watching on television or computer while they are hundred miles away 
in a business meeting. IoT has revolutionised the way we are connected.

According to Parks Associates the number of support requests for smart home devices will reach 11 million by 
2019.  Gartner  predicts that there will be nearly 26 billion devices on the Internet of Things by 2020, in which time 
product and service suppliers will generate revenue in excess of $300 billion.

Delivering superior customer experience has become 
the norm for enterprises in the era of IoT. Five years 
ago the average broadband household had one or two 
connected devices. Now in 2016, the average 
broadband household device has eight to nine 
connected devices in the form of computing 
(computers, laptops, tablets, mobile phones) and 
entertainment (gaming consoles, media players, and 
modems). 

In addition to these, every household has now got 
some smart home devices too in the form of 
thermostats, door lock lightings, and mood control 
music and security alarm systems. 

The digital customer has also embraced a plethora of 
connected healthcare devices to stay fit and healthy. 
These devices include fitness trackers, connected 
treadmills, blood pressure monitors etc. The 
connected devices penetration in broadband houses 
is only going to increase radically in the forthcoming 
years.

Connected devices – A reality
check

The more devices that consumers own, the more 
problems they experience regardless of the mix of 
devices they use. Some devices are more problematic 
than others and some of them are a little more reliable; 
but the bottom line is that as consumers use more 
devices, they will experience more problems. 

One of the major reasons for the challenges faced by the 
consumer is the lack of consumer familiarity in 
handling the devices; be it a new device or a newer 
version/ new patch of the old devices. 

When there is an automatic upgrade in our 
smartphones, it takes a day or two for us to come to 
terms with the changes. The last time I had a software 
upgrade in my mobile phone, it took me a day to 
understand the functionalities and the changes 
associated with it.

Challenges for the connected 
consumer
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CSS Corp’s support services for the IoT world, harnesses the power of automation, digital and data to enable 

enterprises move from a reactive support model to a preemptive and proactive support model. With insights gleaned 

over a billion transactions, we analyse data to create actionable insights for customers. Our Global Delivery 

Framework promotes business growth with cost competitive solutions, and multi-lingual support. The analytics and 

automation services with Active Suite of Products provide pre-emptive support exceeding customer expectations by 

analysing customer transaction patterns, and automating support interactions. This ensures greater quality of 

support, lower support costs and superior support experience. The role of CSS Corp’s IoT tech support services in 

addressing the various problems associated with smart devices is stated below

The first challenge in using smart home products arises in the setup and installation stage itself. Consumer’s lack 

of knowledge in product installation, complications in home network settings and need for additional customised 

plug-ins are common reasons for challenges in installation. A Parks Associates Whitepaper1 states that nearly 

one-fifth of smart home device owners report that the process of setting up their smart home device is somewhat 

inconvenient. 

1http://campaigns.csscorp.com/whitepaper-iot-support-solutions

Whenever a consumer buys a computer or a tablet, the first challenge he or she faces is in setting up the device. 
Though the consumer relied heavily on support agents to set up the device in the past; more consumers have started 
to set up the device themselves based on the digital knowledge they have on traditional systems. However there is 
still a large percentage of consumers who require professional help for setting up of the devices. 

The support expectation does not stop with setting up of the devices. The support experts play a major role in repair 
services, adding customized plugins to the devices, Return Merchandise authorisation, product replacements etc. 
Any consumer would expect a device to function in the “plug and play” mode with no support requirement; but still 
support is inevitable in the IoT era. 

Brands that create the least number of steps from taking the product out of the box to getting it working are the 
brands that are going to win in the industry. Similarly Support enterprises that deliver superior customer experiences 
will play a vital role in the success of a brand or a product. Consumers face the following four problems while using 
connected smart devices.

These challenges are opportunities for support enterprises to capitalise on and deliver extraordinary experiences to 
the consumers.

Consumer challenges = Support opportunities

Enter CSS Corp - A strategic Support partner for the IoT world

Challenges with installation
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Only about 33% of those who encountered set-up problems would purchase a similar product from the brand again. 
This indicates that if the installation process is problematic 67% customers would switch brands. On the brighter 
side, customers were willing to spend more to engage with tech support for setup and installation help. Whether the 
tech support is assisted or self-directed, consumers are not satisfied with their options today and have to put a large 
amount of effort in dealing with different channels. More intelligent, intuitive and efficient solutions are required to 
reduce customer effort. 

These findings clearly indicates that tech support enterprises have a major role to play in answering the challenges 
faced by consumers in product setup. Intelligent, intuitive and simplified solutions are required to reduce customer 
effort.

CSS Corp has delivered superior customer experience for consumers during installation of network OEMs, 
consumer electronics, IoT devices, telecom, smart home products and OS systems delivering the following 
benefits

The contact centres get a facelift with CSS Corp support services. Automated, Omni channel, multi-language 
support that is backed by Analytics has enabled CSS Corp to deliver superior support in the most cost effective 
manner.

When a consumer finds it difficult to use a product, poor customer experience is already taking centre stage in that 
consumer’s experience with that product. Customers hate it when they are made to wait on the line when they try to 
reach for voice support. Poor customer service has a direct impact on the downfall of a product as 68% of 
customers switch service providers because of poor customer service and 95% of dissatisfied customers tell others 
about their bad experience.2 Some support needs are not due to the lack of familiarity of the product but because of 
immature technology. Some products are new to the market and the technology used within the products are 
immature. As the products become popular, they enterprises will work to make the product reliable.

The best way to address the issue of device functionality is by providing ongoing enablement to the consumer 
starting from basic functionality. When the consumer becomes familiar with the product, they are more likely to 
expect more functionalities for the device and hence there is an ongoing need for such devices throughout the 
product’s lifecycle. Self-help tools, self-healing support, DIY tips are some means to delight the consumer. 

2https://www.sprinklr.com/social-scale-blog/big-list-customer-experience-statistics/

CSS Corp Support Differentiators

Device functionality issues
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With an automated Omni-channel support ecosystem aided with IoT support capabilities and cloud based support 
models CSS Corp supports over 1000+ products and multi-vendor environments with comprehensive turnkey & 
white-label solutions. CSS Corp’s cutting edge self-help tools, pre-emptive self-healing support models and Return 
Merchandise Authorisation strategy has enabled brands to reduce customer churn and improve brand loyalty.

IoT has resulted in increasing connectivity which provides various opportunities as well as challenges. Remote 
connection and remote control has become a possibility and it minimises the level of participation that the 
consumer has to play in the support process and that in itself gives a better customer experience. If the support 
expert is able to identify the problem on their own or manipulate on the backend to resolve the problem the customer 
experience quotient goes up by a mile.

A global streaming device company providing over-the-top content for 11 million customers experienced a sudden 
call volume spike due to connectivity issues with the streaming device.

CSS Corp’s multi-channel support platform, Active Edge was used to analyse customer sentiments from social 
media channels. Active Insights was used to identify reasons for call surge. Active Insights is CSS Corp’s channel 
analytics offering for product analysis and process optimization CSS Corp identified that the client’s channel 
partner’s website was down resulting in connectivity issues. Active i, a proactive mobile & desktop support and 
remote remediation platform was used to proactively reach out to customers to inform them about service outage.

The streaming device company experienced 20% reduction in call volumes, 12% improvement in AHT, resulting in 
90% CSAT.

4http://www.mcafee.com/fr/about/news/2016/q1/20160331-01.aspx

3http://pwcmegatrends.co.uk/mylifeconnected/home.html

Connectivity problems and interoperability challenges

CSS Corp delivers extraordinary experience to a streaming device company by 

addressing interoperability challenges

The smart home market is estimated to hit $58 billion in worth by 2020.3 Security concerns have gripped the 
consumers more than ever before. Security has become a key driving factor in smart home adoption. Intel’s recent 
survey4 revealed that over 92 percent of potential consumers are worried that their personal data might be stolen by 
cybercriminals, yet 89 percent of respondents admitted that if they opted to live in smart house, they’d prefer to have 
all their IoT devices being secured through a single integrated security package. Hence a cyber security expert 
partner will be a great strategic support to a Smart Home product firm to boost their security posture.

Security concerns

CSS Corp supports 1000+ products
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CSS Corp’s Enterprise Cyber Security service combines usage of traditional defensive approach and the new-age 
attacking approach which ensures that there is no security gap that may be vulnerable to known or emerging threats. 
Enterprises leverage the expertise of our security experts to improve their security posture, reduce risk, and increase 
security effectiveness through security monitoring services, security device management, vulnerability 
management services, security consulting services, threat intelligent services, security incident response services, 
security governance services and cloud security readiness service.

Some of the business outcomes that enterprise receive from strategically partnering with CSS Corp’s cyber security 
services are

CSS Corp has embedded the IoT centric strategies in delivering support to customers. The following points define 
CSS Corp’s credentials in offering superior support in the IoT world. We are nimble, simple and flexible in our 
approach in delivering support with proven experience of supporting more than 100+ global fortune 1000 
companies. Our Global delivery centres delivers support in 25 languages. Our Automation and Analytics led support 
model delivers superior experience to users of more than 1000 products across the globe. With more than 1 Billion 
transactions, the knowledge base developed for customers in Hi-Tech, retail, OEMs, Telco service providers, SMEs 
industries is immense; with many customers having a decade long partnership with CSS Corp and we are 100% 
referenceable. The connected world needs superior support; and to be a game changer in the delivering superior 
support, CSS Corp is the answer. 

    technology and expertise for a risk free, trouble free, end-to-end solution delivery capability

CSS Corp - Supporting the IoT world delivering superior CX

Securing the IoT world with CSS Corp Cyber security services
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Sunil is a passionate sales executive with more than 18 years of IT industry 
experience and spectacular track record of partnering with clients, creating & 
winning advisor led deals and building teams & businesses. He is an expert in 
developing new markets, selling new service lines in existing accounts and 
winning new logos. As the CSMO at CSS Corp, Sunil is responsible for driving 
business growth focusing on Technology Support Services, Application 
Services & Infrastructure Management Services.Sunil Mittal

EVP & CSMO, CSS Corp

25
Languages

16
Delivery Centers

1000+
Products Supported

1Bn+
Transactions

MILPITAS, CA
Regional Office

DRAPER, UT, USA
Delivery Center

LONDON, U.K.
Regional Office

WROCLAW, POLAND
Delivery Center
English, Polish, German, French, 
Spanish, Italian, Czech, Slovakian, 
Hungarian, Russian, Ukrainian, 
Turkish, Dutch, Arabic

BELGIUM
Sales & Client Support

MAURITIUS
Delivery Center
English, Canadian French

BANGALORE, INDIA
Headquarters and DCs (2)

CHENNAI, INDIA
Delivery Center (3)
English, French, German

MANILA, PHILIPPINES
Delivery Center
English, Spanish, Tagalog, French, German, 
Mandarin, Cantonese, Japanese, Portuguese, 
Bahasa Malay, Bahasa Indonesia

SINGAPORE
Regional Office

DALIAN, CHINA
Delivery Center
Mandarin, Cantonese, English, 
Korean, Japanese

DALLAS, TX, USA
Sales, Client Support 
& Delivery

COSTA RICA 
Delivery Center
Spanish, English, 
French, Brazilian Portuguese


